Date: 9th October 2021

CIR/16/2021-2022
Dear Parents,

Considering the Government regulations regarding the reopening of schoolsour institutiorrhad rolled out
a survey for grades VIII to XI seeking parental consent. This is to notify that we have received affirmation
from a very small percentage of students to attend physical school. .Hence we will have to work out the
dynamics of running online and physical classes both. Since the numbers are lopsided we will have to try
certain permutations by trial and error to ensure
Kindly note the following

1.

of this set up.

-

Physical School for Grades IX & X to reopen for the students

who have

given

consent

from

12th October 2021.

Tuesday,
2.

instructions:

feasibility

Sections for students who have not consented

will be merged and on line classes will be conducted

for them.
3.

Revised schedule

and Time table will be shared section wise on the WhatsApp groups both for

online and physical school.
Reporting time for students of
a)

Grade IX from 12th October, 2021 on campus will be between 8:00 am to 8:30 am.

b)

Grade X from 12th October, 2021 on campus will be between 8:30 am to 9:00 am.

4.

School will get over at 12:30 pm. -Staggered

5.

As mentioned in the survey form school shall not provide any transport.

6.

All standard operating

procedures as stipulated

premises will be thoroughly
7.

The Administrative,
behavior

8.

dispersal

sanitized

will be ensured.
by the government

will be adhered to. The

for safe operations.

Teaching and the Non-Teaching

staff are vaccinated

and Covid appropriate

will be practiced.

Students will not be allowed in the campus without masks and sanitizer. They should

carry their

food ahd sufficient water along with them.
9.

Any student
attending

or his family members

suffering

from cold, cough or fever

should refrain

from

the physical school.

10. Students should

preferably carry RTPCR report (which should not be older than 72 hours) on 12th

October 2021.

11. In case of non-availability

of school

uniform students

should

dress up formally

with formal

footwear.

12. Soft copy of student Identity

Card will be shared

on mail. Students should

carry the ID cards duly

filled with latest photographs failing which the entry will be denied.
This might disturb the present fun tioning
this initiative.
Best regards
For Amanora School
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Ms. Madulikka Sharma
Principal

f the online classes but we seek your support to work out

